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ONE CONTACT FOR ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
FOLLOWING THE RECENT ANNOUNCEMENT FROM THE U.K. GOVERNMENT THAT ENGLAND WILL ENTER A NEW NATIONAL
LOCKDOWN FROM THURSDAY 5TH NOVEMBER WE WANTED TO LET EVERYONE KNOW THAT KEEPME LIFESTYLE WILL REMAIN OPEN
DURING THIS TIME. PLEASE BE ASSURED THAT KEEPME ARE COMMITTED TO CONTINUING TO SUPPORT OUR CUSTOMERS
THROUGHOUT THIS PERIOD.

advent calendars
We all love when it comes to that time of year to open
the first day of your Advent Calendar and enjoy a little
treat each morning until Christmas Day. With the year
we have all had, counting down to the end of 2020 is
extremely bittersweet.
Over the years Advent Calendars have greatly diversified,
whether it’s a beauty calendar, luxury beverage, candles,
etc, there really is an option for everyone. At KeepMe we
pride ourselves on working with the brand that really
innovated the beauty Advent Calendar back in 2012.

christmas gifting
KeepMe understand the importance of standing out in
customers Holiday Spirit to life! With our extensive
knowledge in packaging, KeepMe have your luxury,
standard and eco-friendly dreams covered.
Whether you need just a standard tuck box, luxury velvet
humidor or bauble shaped trinket, leave the production
come true!

our top
TIP
why you should always wear spf even in
WINTER
With the temperatures beginning to dip and the sun
setting earlier each day, your first impulse may be to
put your SPF away for another year. But as any
dermatologist will tell you, protecting skin against UV
damage is a year- round commitment.
The freezing temperatures and vicious winds that leave
your skin dry and agitated allow for UV rays to have a
better shot at your skin. Wearing sunscreen on exposed
skin, especially when the sun's rays are strongest
between 10am and 4 pm, will keep you protected from
these damaging rays.
Sun cream has useful anti-aging properties and with the
ozone layer being thinner in winter UV rays can cause
more damage than in summer months. This means you
are still at risk of skin cancer. So, make sure to keep up
a good skincare routine and make sure you top up your
SPF throughout the day!

note from the kml team

Our lovely team member Jodie
leave this month. We wish you all the best for
your new adventure as a Mum and can’t wait to
meet your wonderful baby boy!

keepmeprojectsolutions

Any orders that need to be dispatched
before Chinese New Year should be in by
end of October.
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